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AssFxMaker is a Java application for creating karaoke subtitles with ASS filters or JRuby scripts. It is possible to create the filters that are applied in the karaoke effect you want. You can choose the text part or the spoken part that is filtered and change the sound effect (e.g. reverse, slow, fast, etc.). You can also apply different effects on different subtitles or on different parts of the subtitle. You can add titles, subtitles,
effects, sound effects, credits and other parameters to configure the application. - User's guide - Source code - Example. AssFxMaker is a Java application for creating karaoke subtitles with ASS filters or JRuby scripts. It is possible to create the filters that are applied in the karaoke effect you want. You can choose the text part or the spoken part that is filtered and change the sound effect (e.g. reverse, slow, fast, etc.). You can
also apply different effects on different subtitles or on different parts of the subtitle. You can add titles, subtitles, effects, sound effects, credits and other parameters to configure the application. - User's guide - Source code - Example. AssFxMaker is a Java application for creating karaoke subtitles with ASS filters or JRuby scripts. It is possible to create the filters that are applied in the karaoke effect you want. You can choose
the text part or the spoken part that is filtered and change the sound effect (e.g. reverse, slow, fast, etc.). You can also apply different effects on different subtitles or on different parts of the subtitle. You can add titles, subtitles, effects, sound effects, credits and other parameters to configure the application. - User's guide - Source code - Example. AssFxMaker is a Java application for creating karaoke subtitles with ASS filters
or JRuby scripts. It is possible to create the filters that are applied in the karaoke effect you want. You can choose the text part or the spoken part that is filtered and change the sound effect (e.g. reverse, slow, fast, etc.). You can also apply different effects on different subtitles or on different parts of the subtitle. You can add titles, subtitles, effects, sound effects, credits and other parameters to configure the application. -
User's guide - Source code - Example. AssFxMaker is a Java application
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FlashFX is a suite of professional toolkits for Flash authoring and authoring tools to generate Flash effects for Flash Authoring Systems, such as Director, Flash Catalyst and Dreamweaver. FlashFX tools include: a set of ActionScripts to assemble various Flash effects, and visual editors for generating Flash actions and appearances for the FlashFX assemblies. FlashFX includes: ActionScript Editor, FLA Editor, Flash FX Editor,
a set of FlashFX Actions, a set of FlashFX looks and transitions, a set of FlashFX Animations. Alcohol.FCE.FLC-0.2.3 is a new version of the Fusion Channels Editing tool that enables you to edit multiple effects (channel) within one animation set. The new version of the application supports importing the 32-bit version of the Arcot FX, Adobe Flash and Filter Forge libraries, but also supports importing some newer libraries
available in FlashFX format such as the new JPEG 2.5. AssFx-Rich is an end user program that allows users to create their own effects using a drag-and-drop interface, and save them in the ASSX format. AssFx-Rich uses the FLASHFX toolkit, so users can apply any of its features to their ASS effects. Subass is a command-line tool that allows you to convert multi-track ASS files into single-track ASS files with a set of filters
and effects. Subass can batch convert multi-track ASS files, and it can apply the same effect to a group of objects (group command). Fission is a Ruby library to generate Java scripts for ActionScript 3.0, 2.0 and 1.1 (AS1 and AS2) applications. It can generate a set of script (.js) files for a set of actions defined in an ActionScript program. It does not generate multiple JavaScript files for the same ActionScripts or the same
ActionScript library. FlashFX Creator is a toolkit that allows you to convert your Flash assets into a FlashFX format library, and import the FLASHFX format library into Flash applications. The FLASHFX Creator toolkit includes a set of visual editors for the AS3 ActionScript language, a set of AS3 visualization filters, a set of AS3 animation filters, a set of AS3 visual effects, and a set of AS3 filters and effects for the
JavaFX platform. Fusion Channels Editor is a tool for creating 77a5ca646e
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AssFxMaker

==== AssFxMaker is a utility to make ASS effects with JRuby scripts and filters. A JRuby scripting language is embedded for JRuby 1.3.2 and 1.5. AssFxMaker uses JRuby-Ass as its back-end and all effects are interpreted by the backend. JRuby-Ass is not required. AssFxMaker will provide user with a Java application that will help you create karaoke effects on ASS subtitles by using filters or JRuby scripts. An integrated
Ruby editor to create or change your JRuby scripts and an integrated drawing editor to generate ASS commands for drawing mode are also included. English and French are embedded as default languages. User's guide and source are included in the archive package. AssFxMaker Requirements: ==== Windows Program files are in the following folder: /Program Files/AssFxMaker/ Additional requirements: JRuby 1.3.2 and 1.5
or above JRuby-Ass is required Java Development Kit (JDK) ==== Linux Program files are in the following folder: /usr/share/assfxmaker/ Additional requirements: JRuby 1.3.2 and 1.5 or above JRuby-Ass is required Java Development Kit (JDK) ==== Mac OS X Program files are in the following folder: /Applications/AssFxMaker/ Additional requirements: JRuby 1.3.2 and 1.5 or above JRuby-Ass is required Java
Development Kit (JDK) ==== History: ==== 2011-02-07: Initial version of this project. AssFxMaker Requirements: I have just checked the ruby version on your site and it is Ruby 1.9.2p0 (2009-06-25) [i386-mingw32] Are you sure you have the ruby version appropriate to the JRuby-Ass gem? Can you get the ruby version from your PC? I have just checked the ruby version on your site and it is Ruby 1.9.2p0 (2009-06-25)
[i386-mingw32] Are you sure you have the ruby version appropriate to the JRuby-Ass gem? Can you get the ruby version from your PC? I have just checked the ruby version on your site and it is Ruby 1.9.2p

What's New in the?

"ASSFxMaker" is a Java-based multimedia toolbox to create karaoke effects on ASS subtitles. It also generates your JRuby scripts to add your effects on DVD-Video. License: Redistribution is permitted provided that the following conditions are met: - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. - Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. The owner of the software may not use the name of the copyright holder nor any other
alias, and if you wish to use the software under this name, you may have to obtain permission from the owner. Authors: - Preben Kristensen - Frederik Fribig - Ralf Joergensen - Asbjørn Andersen ============================= END OF FILE LICENCE INFORMATION =============================================================================== The following information
applies to any Java archive (.zip) package, either binary or source. As a Java program, the original JAR file format is not recommended, as an archive manager has to be used in order to extract files, and there are some bugs in the JAR file format which may result in data loss. In contrast, the ZIP file format has been designed to solve this problem and is recommended. The JAR file format is essentially the same as ZIP except
that: 1. A JAR file contains Java classes in the main directory, and class files (e.g..class,.jardaloader files) in directories. These class files are loaded into memory when the program is started, and are then run without further inspection when a method call is encountered. The classes are contained in a single file, named META-INF/MANIFEST.MF, that specifies the name and version of the program, and a name for the main
class. Other files are also included. The classes in the main directory can be broken down into three basic types
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System Requirements For AssFxMaker:

PC Windows 7 or later (XP mode required to run some of the older systems) CPU: Dual core processor or better RAM: At least 2 GB Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card DirectX: 9.0c compatible graphics card (Windows XP with an Nvidia GeForce 8600GT will work) HDD space: At least 2 GB of free space Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card Additional Notes: Mac Mac OS X 10.5.8 (
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